FLAT PANELS
AND MOUNTS

PRODUCTS
LG 55-INCH DUAL-VIEW FLAT OLED DISPLAY
When nothing compares to your business, nothing compares to LG OLED. LG’s 55-inch Dual-View
Flat OLED Display offers a pencil-thin, dual-sided full HD multimedia experience and the pinnacle of
picture quality with perfect black, incredible color, and wide viewing angles. With the unique ability
to swap and mirror content on either side of the
display via remote control, LG OLED brings an
unparalleled wow factor for an amazing customer
experience.

PANASONIC TH-55VF1HU
Introducing the Panasonic TH-55VF1HU LCD
video wall display features 1.8mm bezel-to-bezel
distance, 700cd/m2 brightness, and a high-end
IPS panel. Panasonic’s optional rigid cover frame
and magnetic mounts make installation a snap—literally. Content playback is simplified thanks
to a built-in USB media player and DigitalLink, which allows video, audio, and control signals
to be daisy-chained over an inexpensive Cat-6E cable. Finally, calibration takes just minutes with
Pansonic TY-VUK10 software and a digital camera.

PEERLESS-AV SMARTMOUNT SUPREME FULL SERVICE VIDEO WALL
MOUNT (DS-VW775)
The latest addition to the award-winning SmartMount DS-VW line, Peerless-AV’s SmartMount
Supreme Full Service Video Wall Mount, is both lighter, and easier to install and service than ever
before, featuring new lateral micro-adjustments and convenient serviceability with a pop-out mechanism. Usable in both portrait and landscape orientations, the SmartMount Supreme Full Service
Video Wall Mount is 25 percent lighter in comparison to previous models, making it easier to hang.
Enhanced cable management also ensures a clean aesthetic.

PLANAR ULTRARES SERIES 4K LCD
The Planar UltraRes Series 4K LCD display line is designed for ultra-high
resolution commercial applications. The latest Planar UltraRes Series design
combines the best of the current models with new features inspired by customers and trends in the emerging 4K ecosystem. The next-generation models
also retain many of the high-value features offered by the industry-acclaimed
first-generation Planar UltraRes Series, including stunning Ultra HD image
performance, the ultra-slim Planar Profile Mounting System, efficient power
management, and optional multi-touch interactivity. Available in 98-inch,
86-inch, and a new 75-inch diagonal, the latest generation of Planar UltraRes
Series includes built-in Planar MediaPlex Plus processing for enhanced versatility and control of multi-source viewing. It also offers cutting-edge video
performance with support for native 4K resolution at up to 60Hz, which can be driven via
single-cable HDMI 2.0 or DisplayPort 1.2.

VIEWSONIC CDE4803-H
The ViewSonic CDE4803-H is a 48-inch Full HD 1080p, high-performance commercial display. A great value proposition, the CDE4803-H features versatile connectivity
options, including a one-wire HDBaseT receiver input, Dual HDMI, VGA, and SPDIF,
as well as USB multimedia playback functionality. With 350-nits of brightness, wide
viewing angles, and dual 10W stereo speakers, the slim-bezel CDE4803-H delivers vivid
images and remarkable sound for superior multimedia performance and messaging.
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